
Discourse connectives across languages and modalities: Challenges for discourse 
annotation 
 
Discourse connectives form a functional category including several grammatical categories 
such as conjunctions and adverbs, whose function is to convey coherence relations like cause 
or contrast between units of text or discourse, viz. they are relational in nature. Even though 
lexical or grammatical means to convey coherence relations are found in most languages 
(Dixon and Aikhenvald, 2009), important variations exist in the number of connectives 
languages display to express a given relation, even between typologically related languages 
(Degand, 2004 ; Pit, 2007 ; Zufferey & Cartoni, 2012). In addition, discourse connectives are 
in most cases optional, as the coherence relation they convey can often also be left implicit 
and reconstructed by inference. From a multilingual perspective, this feature also makes 
cross-linguistic comparisons of connectives difficult, as languages differ in when and how 
they use them to mark discourse structure. In addition to cross-linguistic differences, the 
usage as well as the type of relations conveyed by these connectives is also quite variable 
across the spoken and the written mode (Cuenca, 2013). Indeed, in spontaneous speech, the 
linguistic expressions used as discourse connectives may also serve other, non-relational uses 
such as hedging, modalization, turn-taking, etc. These variations render the annotation of 
discourse connectives in corpora particularly challenging. In addition, existing annotation 
schemes, such as the Penn Discourse Tree Bank  (Prasad et al., 2008), were designed on the 
basis of one specific language and annotated corpora were limited to the written modality. 
Their applicability to other languages and modalities remains therefore an open issue. 
 
In this panel, we seek to bring together contributions exploring the consequences of cross-
linguistic and cross-modal variations for the definition of a tag set usable for the annotation of 
discourse connectives across languages and modalities. The panel will more specifically focus 
on the following research questions: 

1) How can we identify cross-linguistic equivalences between connectives? 
2) How should the related segments be delimitated? 
3) Which syntactic, semantic, pragmatic features of connectives should be included in 

the annotation tag set? 
4) How can we foster the reliability of the annotation scheme(s)? 
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